Graduation Ceremonies

Monday 14 April 2003
The Arms of the University of Newcastle

The Arms of the University, granted in 1965, are based on the family crest of Lieutenant John Shortland, RN who charted the entrance to the Hunter River where Newcastle now stands. The suburb in which the University is established and its surrounds were first settled by Aboriginal people of the Awabakal Tribe. Initially, the name “Shortland” was given to the suburb. In 1992, both the campus and the surrounding suburb were formally given the name “Callaghan”, in honour of the late Sir Bede Callaghan, the Chancellor of the University from 1977 until 1989.

For those interested in heraldry, the University Arms are described officially as: Azure a Sea Horse naiant in dexter chief a representation of the constellation of the Southern Cross of five Mullets all Argent.

The Mace

The Mace is the symbol of formal authority. The Mace used today belongs to the University of Newcastle and was designed by gold and silversmith, Gerald Benney. It is made of Australian walnut and silver and its head represents an open book - the traditional symbol of learning. The Mace was a gift from the University of New South Wales to commemorate the establishment of the University of Newcastle as an autonomous institution on 1 January, 1965. It is always borne ahead of the Chancellor in the academic procession during formal ceremonies such as today's presentation of academic awards.

Message from the Vice-Chancellor and President

Dear Graduates, Family Members and Friends,

Congratulations! The University is proud to honour its graduates in today's ceremony.

 Undertaking university studies involves a commitment over a considerable period and each of you will have a well-deserved sense of achievement at having successfully completed your chosen program.

For some, the aim is to secure a career or enhance career prospects. Increasingly, too, students enrol at different stages in their lives for the rewards inherent in scholarship and study as ends in themselves and to upgrade skills and knowledge. The nature of higher education today is such that students will enter and are likely to re-enter universities as part of a continuum of learning. I look forward to future graduation ceremonies to which some of you may return to receive additional awards.

Study at university brings with it a diversity of academic and social experiences, all of which serve to broaden our horizons, intellectually, personally and in employment. In a world of growing focus on the capacity to expand outlooks and capabilities, habits of learning and a university qualification are of enduring worth, and will have positive and ongoing impacts upon your quality of life and sense of well-being.

Higher education sectors throughout the world are increasingly recognising the global nature of our endeavours. The University has encouraged growth in the number of international students and welcomes the increasing diversification of our academic, social and cultural experiences. The benefits are not only to those within the University, but to the community as a whole. To ensure that programs contribute to that diversity and broaden the relevance of students’ academic experiences, University curricula are developing international components and perspectives. I hope that you will continue to seek to broaden your international experiences in future pursuits.

I hope, too, that you have found your endeavours as a student and the interactions with other members of the University to be richly rewarding and wish you well for the future.

Roger S. Holmes
VICE-CHANCELLOR AND PRESIDENT
THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL

as at 3 March 2003

Chancellor
Ric M Charlton AM, BE, MESc(Syd.), FTSE, FAIM, FAICD

Deputy Chancellor
Professor Trevor C Waring, BA, MSc, FAPS

Vice-Chancellor and President
Professor Roger S Holmes, BSc, PhD(Q’ld.), DSc, DUniv(honoris causa, Griff.), FAA

Vice-Chancellor and President
Professor Trevor C Waring, BA, MSc, FAPS

President of the Academic Senate
Professor Linda Connor, BA(Hons)(Syd.), PhD

Member Elected by the Legislative Council
The Hon Peter Breen, MLC

Member Elected by the Legislative Assembly
John C Price, MP

Members Elected by the Academic Staff
Associate Professor Timothy Roberts BSc (Adel.), PhD (Flinders)
Dr Wayne Reynolds BA, Dip Ed, PhD

Member Elected by the General Staff
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Members Elected by the Students
Kylie Rooke
Mr Gavin Hazel BEd (Hons), MEdStud.

Members Elected by Convocation
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Emeritus Professor Ken Dutton BA(Hons), MA(Hons)(Syd.), Docteur de l’Université(Paris), DLitt(honoris causa), FACE, Officier dan l’Ordre des Palmes Académiques
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Member Appointed by the Council
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PRINCIPAL OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
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Vice-Chancellor and President
Professor Roger S Holmes, BSc, PhD(Q’ld.), DSc, DUniv(honoris causa, Griff.), FAA

Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Professor Brian A English, BSW, PhD(NSW.)

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research)
Professor Ronald J MacDonald, BSc, PhD(NSW.), FAIP

Vice-President (University Services)
Linda S O’Brien, BEd(Syd.), GradDipLibInfSc(KuringaiC.A.E.), MPA(Canberra), AALI

Pro Vice-Chancellor (Business and Law)
Professor Bernard Carey, BA, BL, PhD(Syd.), FAICD, FANZAM

Pro Vice-Chancellor (Engineering and Built Environment)
Professor Adrian W Page, BE(NSW.), PhD, ASTC, FIEAust

Pro Vice-Chancellor (Health)
Professor John Marley, MBChB(Dund), MD(Adel.), FRACGP

Pro Vice-Chancellor (Science and Information Technology)
Professor Bill Hogarth, BSc(NSW.), PhD, CMath, FAustMS, FIMA

President of the Academic Senate
Professor Linda Connor, BA(Hons)(Syd.), PhD

Pro Vice-Chancellor (Education and Arts)
Professor Terence J Lovat, BEd(SAustCAE), BLitt(Deakin), BTheol(MelbDivColl), GradDipEd(SAustCAE), MA(Syd.), TheolM(MelbDivColl), PhD(Syd.)
At 10.00am, the Master of Ceremonies will announce the imminent commencement of the Ceremony.

The University Fanfares will herald the entry of the Dais Party. The Assembly will rise and remain standing until the conclusion of the singing of the National Anthem.

The Chancellor will declare the Proceedings open.

The Chancellor will call upon:

- The Pro Vice-Chancellor, Faculty of Education and Arts to present graduates from that Faculty.
- The Deputy Vice-Chancellor to present research higher degree graduates.

The Vice-Chancellor will present Helen Garner, for admission to the degree of Doctor of Letters (honoris causa).

Musical Interlude.

The Vice-Chancellor will introduce Dr Helen Garner, DLitt, honoris causa who will deliver the Occasional Address.

The Chancellor will invite the graduate chosen to speak on behalf of the graduates, to address the Assembly.

The Chancellor will declare the Ceremony concluded.

The Dais Party and the Assembly will rise as the University Fanfares are sounded.

The Dais Party will leave the stage.

The Procession of Graduates will follow the Dais Party out of the Hall.

Music for the Ceremony:
Organist: Ji-Hyoun Lee
Musical Interlude: Prelude from Suite No 1 by Bach, performed by Gavin Clark on Cello
Awards

FACULTY OF EDUCATION
AND ARTS

Bachelor of Social Science
Michelle Amy Anderson
Tracy Louise Andrews
Matthew Barrett
Shailey Louise Biddle
Johanna Maree Byrnes
Clinton Wayne Cashen
Rosemary Clarke
Jessica Rachael Curry
Amie Therese Delph
Sarah Eddy
Ryan Matthew Finch
Julie Ann Furner
Nicole Jane Grennan
Jackson Edward Hilaire
Julie Margaret Kay
Barbara Anne Lidbury
Debra McManus
Ronelle C Moon
Robert Lawrence Murphy
Nonnie Nancy Oldham
Juanita Purcell-Loli
Damien Paul Reeves
Christopher Webb
Kim Maree West
Evan Gregory Wilcox

Bachelor of Social Science
(Recreation & Tourism)
Matthew James Anderson
Cathy Mona Atkinson
Steve Benson
Kate Renee Bryant
Siri Byholt Hanssen
Philip Anthony Chan
Penny Anne Chandler
Jade Cherrye Cocks
Hayley Louise Davies
Concessa Dekker
Graeme Fletcher
Natalie Marie Gavi
Gareth Glennon
Kellie Melissa Grant
Belinda Gay Haylen
Sam Hopwood
Michael Sean Keating
Nadja Krueger
Nungruenthai Lakul
Eva-Lill Lambrechts
Michelle Marie Mansfield
Kim Denise McPaul
Anna Louise Meyer
Honor Jean Mills
Steven James Minslow
Katie Louise Mogg
Andrew Morris
Justina Nicholson
Hege Nygard
Katherine May O’Connor
Luke Ransom
Lidia Razmovski Mitreski
Aina Roenning
Heidi Jean Rutledge
Matthew Josef Streetfield
Karen Jane Thornton
Megan Kathleen Watkins
Kate Margaret Wicks

Bachelor of Social Science (Honours)
Honours Class II Division 1
Catherine Anne Kilkelly
Judith Ann Lindsay

Bachelor of Teaching/Bachelor of Arts
Ainara Alonso
Laith Martin Anderson
Megan Leigh Avery
Stuart John Baines
Simon Andrew Barker
Kylie Beveridge
Angela Louise Booth
Fiona Margaret Boyce
Jane Ellen Boyle
Leanne Amy Bradbery
Jade Louise Brown
Breanne Marie Callaghan
David Bradley Kenneth Campbell
Wendy Marie Campbell
Rachel Therese Carpenter
Natasha Gai Carroll
Mary Carney
Michael Conrad
Nicole Louise Cook
Kristy Lee Davis
Tania Kay Dorney
Melanie Jane Drayton
Samantha Jane Ducey
Jarla Elliott
Julia Marie Enks
Rochelle Robyn Eshman
Alicia Mary Fay
Patrick James FitzGerald
Cameron Allan Forbes
Jeanette Kathleen Frost
Cynthia Helen Gibson-McElhone
Melanie Suzanne Gleeson
Marianne Louise Gore
Annelise Fleur Graham
Rebecca Griffin
Kristin Elizabeth Hadley
Rebecca Ruth Haim

Helen Lisa Hall
Courtney Lea Hammonds
Melissa Gail Harris
Kyly Irene Hart
Jeremy Bruce Hayden
Melissa Jane Hayes
Erin Hillhouse
Todd William Hopper
Briana Irwin
Mathew Russell Jacobson
Danette Sara Johnson
Katie Anne Johnson
Erin Kate Johnston
Glynis Debra Jones
Angela Louise Kachel
Nicole Maralyn Kay
Michele Ruth Keith
Tracey Louise Kelssall
Anna Therese Kesby
Michelle Kirsch
Elisa Jane Korotkich
Christie Peta Maree Kuik
Dale Lancaster
Margriet Wilma Langejans
John Andrew Lannen
Rebecca May Lee
Elizabeth Maree Anne Lemmon
Alison Louise Leonard
Jacquelyn Louise Lindsay
Daniel Locking
Dean Thomas Longstaff
Steven Michael Lupton
Sarah June Maloney
Kirrily Ann Maher
Lisa Maree Mansfield
Lauren Jane Mansini
Julie Maree Mantle
Elizabeth Jane Martin
Brooke Pauline Mattila
Alison McBride
Michelle Lorraine McCabe
Honours Class II Division 2 in Teaching

Timothy Phillip Archer
Terri Elizabeth Beavan
Peta Elise Bradley
Ilona Ria Braun
Benjamin Throsby Campbell
Paul Ronald Chesterfield
Trent Michael Daly
Kelly Daunt
Kelly Maree Delaney
Lisa Maree Garfoot
Maree Gay Gibbons
Alice Louise Hindley
Kerry Ann Holland
Kerrie Louise Hopton
Elin Clare Hoyland
Ya-Chun Hsu
Hayley Lynne Hunt
Joanne Rebecca Jackson
Karen Johnson
Maree Louise Kauter
Camille Sara Luks
Monique Chantell Mainey
Silvia Martinez
Corry Anne McConnell
Sheridan Peta Morton
Megan Ann Oakes
Nicole Ann Rankin
Fiona Louise Rees
Paul Russell
Janean Anne Saunders
Christine Schmidt
Felicity Jane Seaton
Carolyn June Thompson
Jessica Laura Timbs
Sarah Zoe Turnbull
Peter John Weary
Nicole Welch
Erin Leigh Wilson
Karen Maree Wright
COURSEWORK HIGHER DEGREES

Diploma in Education in Technical and Further Education
Christina Gerakiteys
Ian Kevin Vincer

Diploma in Education in Primary Education
Rohan Jon Carlin
Anne Catherine Cichra
Ian Campbell Hocquard
Sharon May Holmes
Robert William Mackie
Peter William McLeish
Olivia Mei Yin Teo

Diploma in Education in Secondary Education
Benjamin James Arnot
Leia Nancy Atkinson
Leigh Thomas Blackall
Corrina Jane Collins
Drew Nathan Collins
Muriel Joan Corey
John Michael Dever
Ronald William Eason
Kate Lea Eden
Steven Paul Friend
Kerin Joy Gorton
Erin Leith Grezl
Gregory Michael Hain
Susan Hill
Leanne Maree Houston
Glen Alan Lockett
Heidy Marmulla
Mark Gregory McCaffery
Megan Jane McFarlane
Roslyn Joy Murton
Christina Maree Neville

Diploma in Education in Primary Education with Merit
Peter Mark Neville
Sara Louise Corry
Carmen Grace Delprat
Katherine Gloria Donaldson
David John Merrick Fisser
Warwick Brian Freeman
Julianne Myrtle Hall
Isabelle Berenice Hockings
Elizabeth Melinda Hozjan
Paul Francis Hunter
Katherine Anne Jones
Cheryl Anne Kable
Belinda Anne Kirsten
Shelley Ann Klippel
Weng Kean Lee
David Peter Lembke
Cory Bruce MacDonald
Nadine Liliana McVernon
Frank Anthony Mesina
David Grant Montgomery
Glencyle Mae Oswald
Brett Wheldon Owens
Melanie Elizabeth Patfield
Susan Ann Pearce
Larry John Polak
Stuart Priestley
Prabhia Rajan
Valerie Rajon
Christopher Sim
Roger Christopherson Stimson
Marianthe Katherine Symons
Helen Irene Thomas
Melissa Anne Thomas
Ross Thompson
Emma Zoe Tolffree-Basedow
Melanie Jane Walker
Guy Davey Wernhard
Susan Irene Louise Wilson
Ursula Jane Wright
Brendan Delamore Wynter
Michelle Louise Zucca

Master of Disability Studies
John Edgar Hart
Rachel Anne Pollard
Thomas Kay John Sibbald

Master of Early Childhood Education
Barbara James
Rose Manetswa Mugweni
Shayne Michelle Raffaud

Master of Leadership and Management in Education
Maria Isabel Actub
Guylaine Arekion
Fonotele Levi Iona
Katrina Anne Kittel
Gerard Peter McGlavy
Enita Muchakwana Mudyara
Marivic Pogado
Mark Ian Skennerton
Kylie Anne De Vos

Master of Social Science
Sonam Deki
Allissa Nalder
- Rusli

Master of Special Education
Glenda Rosemarie Alekna
Robert John Arthur
Vicki Ballantyne
Nonie Margaret Betts
Wendy Pauline Rae Bright
Nicole Ann Carrabott-Sheldrick
Sharon Mary Cother
Fiona Maree Curtis
Stephen Wilson Fry
Lois Joyce Gillett
Roy Arthur Goodenough
Adam Green
Kerry-Anne Holmes
The University Medal

A University Medal may be awarded to a candidate who has achieved First Class Honours and displayed exceptional academic ability.

To be considered for this award, a graduate must have a consistent record of exceptional academic achievement at all levels of a Bachelor's degree program, and qualify for a Bachelor's degree with First Class Honours.

Natalie James
Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Arts
Order of Proceedings

At 2.30pm, the Master of Ceremonies will announce the imminent commencement of the Ceremony.

The University Fanfares will herald the entry of the Dais Party. The Assembly will rise and remain standing until the conclusion of the singing of the National Anthem.

The Chancellor will declare the Proceedings open.

The Chancellor will call upon:

- The Pro Vice-Chancellor, Faculty of Education and Arts to present graduates from that Faculty.
- The Deputy Vice-Chancellor to present research higher degree graduates.

Musical Interlude.

The Chancellor will invite Jan McClelland to deliver the Occasional Address.

The Dais Party and the Assembly will rise as the University Fanfares are sounded.

The Dais Party will leave the stage.

The Procession of Graduates will follow the Dais Party out of the Hall.

Music for the Ceremony:
Organist: Ji-Hyoun Lee
Musical Interlude: Prelude from Suite No 1 by Bach, performed by Gavin Clark on Cello

Ceremony for the Presentation of Awards

Monday 14 April 2003 2.30 pm
Awards

FACULTY OF EDUCATION AND ARTS

Bachelor of Education
Trevor Ernest Allen
Cliff Atkin
Andrew William John Biddle
Phillip Michael Bulkeley
Terence Charles Cane
Philippa Jane Core
Steven John Coss
Michael John Davidson
Paul Gordon Davies
Jennifer Carmel Dobos
Neil Geoffrey Everingham
Craig Campbell Finney
Bradley Charles Fountain
Boon-Shing Gan
Wade Stuart Greenwood
Mark Adrian Hamilton
Ross John Hanlon
John Charles Hayes
Philip John Henry
William Peter Hillmann
Michael Leo Hofman
Brian Leonard Hunt
Andrew Valentine Johns
Neil George Kerr
Parvin Kumar
Peter William Langford
David Brian Langlands
Terrence Alfred Lewis
Craig Andrew Moxon
Phillip Frederick Rufus
Andrew Collins Smith
Terry Robert Stevenson
David Stewart
David Michael Thomas
Peter Ernest Tunks
Mark Luitzen Vanderzee
Jay William Wallace
Benjamin Michael Ware
Clayton David Wenerborn
Sheena West
Wayne John Wheeler
Gregory John Withers

Honours Class II Division 2 in Teaching
Stephen John Aldous
Nadine Louise Butler
Timothy Robert Cartwright
Nicolas Clark
Lawrence Sutton Dearnley
Tony Fortunato
Jenny Maree Gurr
Peter John Hopkins
Patrick Allan Kennedy
Paul Allan Lowe
Nathan Paul Malmborg
Symon Anthony Martin
Neal Richard McFarlane
Nicholas James McLoughlin
Andrew William Nicholson
John Phillip Niemiec
Leanne Nott
Paul Justin Shafer
Susan Tulloch
Brent Anthony Warner
Julie-Anne Williams
John Edward Worthington

Honours Class II Division 1 in Teaching
David Andrew Appel
Scott Delina
David John Edwards
Raymond Denis Colin Ford
Bruce Ashley Gibbs
Kieran Michael Gibson
Lloyd Cameron Hogan
Gregory David Hooker
Peter Robert Hosken
Wayne Robert Lawton
Paul James Munro
John Paul Pudsey
Dallas Allan Richmond

Malcolm James Sands
Ben Stewart
Matthew Walker

Honours Class I in Teaching
Mark Robert Edwards
Neil Douglas Pearson

Bachelor of Fine Art
Allison Abel
Lara Akmens
Carlie Ballard
Brock Daniel Bevan
Clare Eleanor Bottfield
Pamela Dorothea Brown
Michelle Alison Bryant
Melissa May Cherry
Hwan Soon Choi
Shaun Bruce Conley
Simone May Darcy
Sherie Fleming
Kathleen Elizabeth Gardner
Derek Blaine Gilby
Catherine Eliza Goldzieher
Michael John Goodyer
Natasha Heinrich
Luke Stephen Hey
Nicky Jay Hyland
Natalie Rose Janssen
Leah Michelle Jenkins
Sarah Johnson
Mitchell Cameron Joy
Emily Louise Kavanagh
Benjamin Donald McDouall
Rachelle Jodie McNally
Alexandra Kellie Maxwell
Rosalind Jean Orr
Jin-Hee Park
Karen Louise Parks
Angela Louise Peade
Lyndi Jean Reiber
Rosemary Gribble Reynolds
Loraine Jann Rheinberger

Karen Louise Richards
Rebecca Louisa Robertson
Emma Mary Russell
Meridith Lee Simms
Julia Ann Stephen
Andrea Marie Sturgeon
Kelly Linnea Weaver
Aaron Winsley
Teresa Ewa Wojna-Kenc

Bachelor of Fine Art (Honours)
Class III
Renee Elizabeth d’Argeavel
Alana Louise Lewis
Warrick Paul Timmins

Class II Division 2
Judith Evelyn Nowland
Robyn Gwen Nunan
Laraine Dorothea Palmer
Julian Alexander Ramsay

Class II Division 1
Kim Louise Blunt
Kimberley Anastasia Connor
Alicia Katharine Douglas
Jane Louise Gilchrist
Roger James Hanley
Kent Marcus Lock
Jacqueline May Morgan
Angela Jean Scales
Penelope Trinder

Class I
Victoria Anne Louise Baker
Muamer Cajic
Rebecca Anne Gresham
Michelle May Hungerford (University Medal)
Neal Francis Smith
Bachelor of Social Work
Julia Leanne Bennett
Colleen Anne Collwy
Kristy Louise Everard
Kathryn Fitzpatrick
Jennifer Kate Fritsch
Natasha Grbic
Rebecca Green
Michelle Stacey Johnson
Natalie Piccinin
Sharmayne Leigh Ramsay
Sylvia Annette Reiner
Amy Frances Ware

Honours Class II Division 2 in Teaching
Philip James Gray
Aaron Robert Pittaway

Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Early Childhood Studies
Honours Class II Division 2 in Teaching
Belinda Ann Skewes

Honours Class I in Teaching
Helen Clulow (University Medal)

Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Fine Art
Keryn Allomes
Anna Joy Hubbard
Racheal Anne King
Katherine Elizabeth McGuigan
Chad Alan Myers
Ky-Lee Ann Maree Stoddart

Honours Class II Division 2 in Teaching
Nina Michelle Dadswell
Nicole Kristy French
Tracey Elizabeth Scheitel

Honours Class I Division 1 in Teaching
Mark Adrian Hampstead
Rebecca Lee Witherspoon

Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Science
Melissa Jade Baines
Justine Maree Hinchen
Andrew Stewart McLeish
Christopher Grant Pulo
Edmund Richard Thompson

Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Social Science
Janene Atchison
Dionne Bronwyn Boyd
Jessica Anne Brown
Beth Anne Cameron
Rachel Elizabeth Cassidy
Rachel Maree Chandler
Briona Danielle Dawson
Rebecca Dixon
Georgia Anne Flett
Alexandra Caroline Gamble
Alicia Hayes
Ellen Louise James
Shann Kerr
Danielle Kathie Kuchling
Lucy Michelle Legge
Troy Sleath Lowrey
Vanessa Jane Mervin
Amy Elizabeth O'Brien
Mary-Jane Katherine Peel
Frances Lesley Searle
Melissa Anne Stevenson
Laurence Murray Thorssell
Erin Mavis June Wall
Anna Lee Wawszkowicz
Ginaya Maree Wieland
Lee Lynette Wilson
Melissa Ann Zambrowski

Honours Class I in Teaching
Karen Lee Hugo
Kasey Lee Wyborn

Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Health & Physical Education
Michele Catherine Atkins
Matthew Grange Bendall
Jason Lindsay Bolton
Dean Butler
Ashley Francis Byrne
Stephen John Cavanagh
Bradley John Edwards
Melissa Ann Fairman
Pauline Louise Hardies
Koen Joseph Harman
Emma Louise Johns
Matthew John Kennedy
Alexandra Knox

Laura Susan McEneny
Katherine Elizabeth McIntosh
Joanne Louise Parker
Alyson Hope Sandford
Simone Lee Smith
Rebecca Anna Swanson
Karin Rae Tilger
Amanda Jeanne White
Kristen Lee Williamson

Honours Class II Division 1 in Teaching
Delores Marcelle Auer
Kristyn Louise Benton
Andrea Brown
Kyle Maree Cluff
Carol Ann Cusick
Lauren Jodi Hain
Andrea Joy Hamilton
Kate Ann Jory
Skye McLaurin
Nicole Emmeline Taylor
Diane Louise Wood

Honours Class I in Teaching
Kathleen Kellie Goldsworthy

Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Arts (Visual Arts)
Alison Dianne Ayling
Alana Michelle Folkes
Natalie Anne Jones
Caroline Joy Marks

Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Design & Technology
Bernard Thomas Frize
Thomas Kosteliz
Judy Gai Loveday
Christopher Michael Williams
Honours Class II Division 1 in Teaching
Stacey Ann Bailey
Toni Gai Beaton
Amanda Yvonne Dewhurst
Ellen Jane Downey
Kate Emily Felstead
Jenny-Anne Fetch
James Andrew Grove
Kellie Therese Priest
Craig Andrew Shafer
Catherine Elizabeth Taylor
Julie Alison Yates

Honours Class I in Teaching
Rodney David Carter
Paul James Lynch

COURSEWORK HIGHER DEGREES
Graduate Certificate in Educational Studies
Leah Julie Anderson
Belinda Jane Aston
Katherine Glenda Barbeler
Suzanne Gay Beckinsale
Ian John Belgre
Mario Michael Bergamin
Glen James Boyd
Gary Raymond Bruce
Marie Therese Butel-Simoes
Matthew Wayne Caddy
Michele Louise Chen
Ellen Ann Clark
Judy-Ann Cluff
Christine Eileen Collis
Michael Walter Cooney
Clare Rebecca Crawford
Nicole Crowe
Helen Davies
Benedict Joseph Dezman
Kay Janet Doherty
Peter Leslie Ellison
Graham James Finch
Michael Victor Gaffney
Stephen Douglas Garvey
Dianne Susan Gibson
Delmae Gleeson
Julie Elizabeth Godwin
Eileen Antoinette Gorman
Andrew Michael Gray
Robyn Anne Gudgeon
Susie Hancock
Mark Edward Hawke
Freda Mary Elizabeth Henshaw
Neil John Hennessy
Michael John Hopkinson
Barry Hunkin
Anne Therese Jackson
Dale Antony Jennings

Brendan David Keeling
Bill Kelly
Peter George Desmond Kirby
Hendel Jane Knight
Gillian Latham
David Robert Lewsam
Leonie Jane MacGregor
Elizabeth Helen MacLeod
Margaret Therese McCabe
Maxwell Graeme Joseph McGrath
Marilyn Kay Maxwell
Julie Melehan
Gregory John Miller
Malcolm William Brendon Murray
Elizabeth Lee Neal
Janelle Newman
James Joseph O'Brien
Louise Mary O'Kelly
Jodie Marie Palmer
Brad Alan Papworth
Deborah Janeen Parker
Natasha Jane Pirini
Anthony Wayne Prowse
Jacqueline Louise Robins
Jean McIntyre Scotford
Judith Ann Scott
Christopher John Taylor
Greig Traynor
Fiona Leeanne Vaughan
Jacqueline Ann Ward
Leah Maree Waring
Wayne Leonard Wildin
Peta Wilson
RESEARCH HIGHER DEGREES

Faculty of Education and Arts

School of Fine Art

Master of Fine Art

Jamin Peter Forrest, BA(VisArts)
Thesis Title: Alienation and the Object of Desire

Ruth Elizabeth Park
Thesis Title: The Aesthetics of the Female Form

Brett John Watson, BA(VisArts)
BFineArts(Hons)
Thesis Title: SAGAS. A visual interpretation of the runes

School of Language and Media

Master of Arts

Joyce Eileen Barry, BA(Hons)
Thesis Title: Villains and Villainy in Six Shakespearean Plays

The University Medal

A University Medal may be awarded to a candidate who has achieved First Class Honours and displayed exceptional academic ability.

To be considered for this award, a graduate must have a consistent record of exceptional academic achievement at all levels of a Bachelor's degree program, and qualify for a Bachelor's degree with First Class Honours.

Kylie Aglias
Bachelor of Social Work

Jennifer Boddy
Bachelor of Social Work

Helen Clulow
Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Early Childhood Studies

Michelle Hungerford
Bachelor of Fine Art (Honours)

Master of Social Work

Gordana Bozinovski
Raisa Rubaba Miller
Tania Louise Withington
Order of Proceedings

At 6.00pm, the Master of Ceremonies will announce the imminent commencement of the Ceremony.

The University Fanfares will herald the entry of the Dais Party. The Assembly will rise and remain standing until the conclusion of the singing of the National Anthem.

The Chancellor will declare the Proceedings open.

The Chancellor will call upon:

- The Pro Vice-Chancellors, Faculty of Education and Arts to present graduates from that Faculty.
- The Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) to present research higher degree graduates.

The Vice-Chancellor will present William Bowmore for admission to the degree of Doctor of Music (honoris causa).

Musical Interlude:

The Chancellor will invite Dr William Bowmore, AO, OBE, OMI, DMus(honoris causa) to deliver the Occasional Address.

The Chancellor will invite the graduate chosen to speak on behalf of the graduates, to address the Assembly.

The Chancellor will declare the Ceremony concluded.

The Dais Party and the Assembly will rise as the University Fanfares are sounded.

The Dais Party will leave the stage.

The Procession of Graduates will follow the Dais Party out of the Hall.

Music for the Ceremony:
Organist: Dr Keith Muree-Alten
Musical Interlude: Prelude from Suite No 1 by Bach performed by Gavin Clark on Cello
Awards

Faculty of Education and Arts

Bachelor of Aboriginal Studies
Charles O'Leary

Bachelor of Arts
Priscilla Yaa Asantewaa Adei
Marlene Juana Agudelo
David William Allwood
Rebecca Jane Anderson
Stewart Ronald John Armstrong
Luke Steven Aspinall
Sarah Anne Bain
Sarah Ruth Bell
Gretta Jane Bettridge
Charlotte Kathleen Bird
Tanya Aliss Blennerhassett
Rose Brisbane
Kim Louise Britton
Rebecca Burt
Samual Alexander Byfield
Joseph Edward Cadman
Emma Jane Callaghan
Marianne Elizabeth Cantwell
Jacqueline Carroll
Anna Clifton
Luke Michael Coniston
Melanie Conn
Irene Mavis Cook
Bruce John Cotton
Kathryn Margaret Crowe
Jacqueline Lee Davidson
Cheryl June Dawes
Elizabeth Ann Dixon
John Frank Dobija
Brodie Donegan
Gwendaime Downing
Jennie Louise Dunnill
Tennille Duffy
Leia Christina Earnshaw
Melanie Eckert
Janet Margaret Edwards

Phoebe Everingham
Marc Harold Oleg Fingleton
Francesca Lucia Finn
Sarah Louise FitzGerald
Kathleen Alexandra Fulcher
Emily Gillett
Kristy Gillies
Emma Gleeson
Julia Elizabeth Gollan
Heather Jane Graham
Kyle Anne Graham
Stuart Colin Gray
Emma Kate Grushka
Bridge Noela Haig
Katherine Anne Hayes
Debra Alison Hely
Mei Kei Ho
Lea Hookway
Jessica Rachel Anne Horey
Daniel Raymond Howard
Alicia Alexandra Margaret Hoy
Marni Jackson
Ashley Gareth Paul James
Luke John James
Katherine Anne Jensen
Zoe Carole Irenne Johnson
Bethany Jane Jones
Linda Nichole Joy
Nadine Joy
Jennifer Kachel
Andre Matro Kaemo
Morgan Evan Kavanagh
Geoffrey Allan Kidd
Bronwyn Dawn Lacken
Craig Ian Lawton
Jodie Cheryl Leeson
Owen Bannatyne Lewis
Andrew Macaskill
Jamie MacDonald
Melissa Cherie Macey
Joan Agnes MacKenzie
Christie Ruth Mason
Daniel Jason Matas

Kasey Ann Matheson
Lauren Ashley Maxwell
Kelly Anne May
Michelle McEntyre
Anthony John McKew
Maralyn Irene McGovern
Melinda Michelle McMillan
Catherine Mary Menzies
Natalie Joy Muir
Stephen Paul Muss
Patsy Anne Newman
Sophie Lillian Jane Nicholls
Justen Nixon
Michael Patrick O'Donohue
Troy William Offen
Jessica Rae Ole
Diana O'Reilly
Laura Anne Osborn
Katherine Louise Parker
Catherine Patterson
Paul Philipa
Ashley John Pitkin
Jan Lorraine Preston
Prudence Louise Pullin
Timothy Robert Purves
Amanda Leigh Reid
Gemma Louise Roden
Daniel Stuart Roff
Danielle Maree Rogers
Jed Rowlandson
Belinda Brooke Roy
Jessie Anna Ryan
Katherine Mary Scully
Kate Denham Shearston
Sarah Sheppard
Justin Shimeld
Hollie-Ann Lee Shortland
Christopher James Sinton
Adam John Slobodniuk
Sarah Louise Smits
Janice Gay Spencer
Jonathon Lear Stewart
Keryn Talia Stewart

Vincent Stoia
Melissa Lee Swain
Ha Lai Harley Tai
Virginia Kate Taylor
Brett Edward Thompson
Eleanor Margaret Thriffield
Martin Douglas Turner
Michelle Anne Turner
Tara Lynn Ure
Wendy Anne Valent
Marcell Peter Vaarzon-Morel
Nicholas James Vonarx
Aidan Raoul Walsh
Karen Jayne Wasson
Kane Waterworth
Alison Irene Williams
Michelle Leanne Wright
Shu-Ju Yang
Bachelor of Arts (Honours)

Class I Division 2
Mark James Edmonds
Benjamin Robert Neville
Jason Newell
Mia Hawkes Peattie
Robert Alan Rawson

Class I Division 1
Cherie Narelle Bunt
Margaret Anne Bunt
Emeline Judith Cammack
Paul Chogenta
Michael Jon Cowen
Angela Louise Dunbar
Mark Edward Grimshaw
Melissa Jane Grogan
Miranda Skye Guillon
Sebastian Luke Hare
Jonathan Harry Glennie Holmes
Kate Louise Meyers
Martin Roy Mortimer
Alison Clare Muers
Jenny Anne Oliver
Alison Louise Roberts
Samuel Russell
Gaye Ann Sheather

Bachelor of Arts
(Communication Studies)
Lincoln Edward Amos
Katherine Jaye Andrews
Briony Ellen Armstrong
Cathrine Bakkie
Sarah Jane Bartier
Jennifer Susan Bates
Anita Kate Beaumont
Anja Felice Beyersdorf
Emma Shanti Burt
Rebecca Louise Campbell
Sze Lok Lydia Chan
Sarah Anne Chin
Robert Paul Corbett
Jacqui Lea Daley
John Denis Davidson
Catherine Clare Dubos
Gabrielle Maree Dunlevy
Kacy Louise Durbridge
Owen Matthew Elliott
Lauren Jane Eyles
Sarah Anne Farley
Donna Marie Frith
Emma Louise Gardiner
Jonathan Peter Gower
Trent Daniel Grenell
Margaret Haavik
Alison Kate Hadley-Williams
Kristy Louise Halyburton
Joan Elizabeth Hanley
Jonathan David Hart
Amanda Jane Hastie
Sarah Jane Henderson
Rebecca Jane Hennessy
Bernadette Mary Hood
George Ibanez Hyde
Kierre Adrienne Ireland
Diana Yvonne James
Megan Frances Johns
Snorre Egeberg Johnsen
Leisa Maree Johnson
Janelle Elizabeth Jones

Belinda Jane Krum
Angie Maree Kurnia
Wing Sze Lam
Sally Anne Lambert
Chiara Louise Lane
Bree Ann Lawson
Clare Lloyd
Peta Elizabeth Logan
Emily Eve Maxwell
Philip David McCall
Peter Brian McLeod
Simon Melnyk
Iseiln Bjorkkevoll Mo
Patrick Robert Nichols
Elin Ostnor
Christopher James Palagy
Ugo Parente
Alicia Anne Perkins
Vibeke Pettersen
Jessica Bensley Phillips
Elizabeth May Pilkington
Sarah Jane Quirk
Taryn Randall
Heidi Grace Regan
Elanne Marie Renaud
Andrew Keith Richards
Sal Rogers
Jane Marie Ryan
Zoe Sainsbury
Kate Sanderson
David Loughlin Scanlon
Carrie Lea Sewell
Hannah Emily Smith
Karen Louise Spicer
Nicole Kay Tripney
Gregory Alan Tynan
Tobenn Johnyth Whitaker
Atalie Jane Wilmoth
Joanne Wilson
Nathan John Wilson
Bachelor of Arts (Communication Studies) (Honours)
Class III
David John Howell

Class II Division 2
Even Marius Gauslaa

Class II Division 1
May Jee Tan

Class I
Melinda Jane Hedges
Helle Sjøvaag (University Medal)

Bachelor of Arts (Psychology)
Kelly Bekis
Claire Elizabeth Latham
Elizabeth Caroline Lovett
Sarah Fiona MacDonald
Stacey Lee Mack
Rebecca Mainey
Kim Samantha May
Maria Mmolatalu
Aya Nakamura
James William Ross
Fiona Mary Ruschinski
Joel Andrew Stanton

Honours Class II Division 1
Kathryn Anne Bell
Jennifer Lesley Caine
Nicole Louise Callen
Bernadette Maree Cross
Emily Jane Donohue
Nathan Grant Hawkins
Christin Johansen
Andrea Marie Kerr
Claire Louise Sidebottom
Jocelyn Edith Wake

Honours Class I
Tamar Brown (University Medal)
Katherine Dyonon (University Medal)
Renay Louise Greig (University Medal)
Katrina Ann Paton
Mara Jane Schulz

Bachelor of Arts in Visual Arts
Susan Lesley Bowring-Miller
Rohan Matthew George
Laura Anne Seabrook
Brian Standley
Sandra Judith Williams

Bachelor of Music
Sharon Lesley Allen
Shannon Luise Ashley
Michael Bardon
Mitchell Gordon Berick
Rebecca Lucy Boyle
Hee Hwa Chee
Paul David Chegwidden
Katie Evelyn Donovan
Ashley Chapman Giles
Rachelle Greve
Michelle Kay Griffin
Peter David Guy
Michael Charles Jackson
Su-Hyun Joo
Scott James Keating
Sui Tsin Lee
Tze-I Annie Mo
Stewart Pryor
Peter Edward Rees
Anna Sandstrom
Aribarn Uttam Sharma
Sin Yin Tan
Evan Robert Thomas
Charles Webb
Jordan James Wett
Marianne Ruth Woodhouse

Bachelor of Music (Honours)
Class II Division 2
Daniel Ronald Dow
Tobin Ryan Finnane
Trevor Whittaker

Class II Division 1
Sean Eric Cadogan
Michelle Judith Chapman
Peter Andrew Maddigan
Julia Terez Nagy
Michelle Lee-Ann Sciberras
Paul Eric Scott

Class I
Julia Mary County
Clayton Del Fiander
Grant Michael Hughson
Alexander David Hurst
Steven Charles Lavis
Elizabeth Ann O’Hearn (University Medal)
Timothy Michael Owner
Katrina Joy Pring
Russell Thornton
**Bachelor of Speech Pathology**
Melissa Martina Barry
Joanna Lois Bartlett
Sophie Bradstreet
Alison Louise Callender
Vanessa Crebert
Sarah Susan Dove
Wendy Elizabeth Doyle
Kristen Elizabeth Earl
Nathenya Kate Emery
Rebecca Jane Govoronsky
Kate Melinda Hedditch
Vanessa Louise Henry
Lisa Leah Hopper
Leanne Kathryn Johnston
Stephanie Jane Lithgow
Larissa Jane Mason
Karen Leanne Millar
Katy Anne Neinert
Katy Jane Price
Luisa Renna
Melanie Roach
Belinda Brooke Roy
Jillian Leigh Scholes
Jennifer Ann Smith
Katharine Anne Stephens
Jessica Stone
Elissa Trotter
Vicky Alice Wood

**Bachelor of Teaching / Bachelor of Music**
Linda Kay Hamilton
Rachel Joy Main
Caolan O’Connor
Helen Louise Ranger
Cameron Law Singh
Karen Lynette Smith
Nichole Melinda Wright

**Honours Class II Division 2 in Teaching**
Linda Anne Dixon

**Honours Class II Division 1 in Teaching**
Jessica McArthur
Suzanne Elizabeth Sheldon

---

**COURSEWORK HIGHER DEGREES**

**Faculty of Education and Arts**

**School of Liberal Arts**
Master of Arts
Eithne Ann Conradie, BA(Hons) (P.Elizabeth)
Thesis Title: Almsgiving in the works of Basil, Ambrose, Augustine and Salvian

**School of Language and Media**
Master of Arts
Carol Jennifer Whiteside, BA
Thesis Title: Early Literacy: Children’s Systematic Creativity

**The Conservatorium**
Master of Arts (Music)
Gregory James Oehm, BSc(Hons), BA(Hons) (W’gong)

**Master of Creative Arts (Music)**
Kim Elliott Cunio, BA(CommStuds) (U.T.S.), BMusic
Thesis Title: Many beads one string. A study of composition and arrangement techniques in early sacred music, and the larger role of such music forms

---

**RESEARCH HIGHER DEGREES**

**School of Liberal Arts**
Master of Arts
Eithne Ann Conradie, BA(Hons) (P.Elizabeth)
Thesis Title: Almsgiving in the works of Basil, Ambrose, Augustine and Salvian

**School of Language and Media**
Master of Arts
Carol Jennifer Whiteside, BA
Thesis Title: Early Literacy: Children’s Systematic Creativity

**The Conservatorium**
Master of Arts (Music)
Gregory James Oehm, BSc(Hons), BA(Hons) (W’gong)

**Master of Creative Arts (Music)**
Kim Elliott Cunio, BA(CommStuds) (U.T.S.), BMusic
Thesis Title: Many beads one string. A study of composition and arrangement techniques in early sacred music, and the larger role of such music forms

**Master of Creative Arts (Music)**
Heather Lee
Thesis Title: The Sacred Road to Mozart. A study of early music techniques from east and west and the transition to Baroque and Classical period repertoire
The University Medal

A University Medal may be awarded to a candidate who has achieved First Class Honours and displayed exceptional academic ability.

To be considered for this award, a graduate must have a consistent record of exceptional academic achievement at all levels of a Bachelor's degree program, and qualify for a Bachelor's degree with First Class Honours.

Tamar Brown
Bachelor of Arts (Psychology)

Katherine Dynon
Bachelor of Arts (Psychology)

Renay Greig
Bachelor of Arts (Psychology)

Susan Grujevski
Bachelor of Arts (Honours)

Elizabeth O'Hearn
Bachelor of Music (Honours)

Elizabeth Roberts
Bachelor of Arts (Honours)

Galina Myers
Bachelor of Arts (Honours)

Helle Sjovaag
Bachelor of Arts (Communication Studies) (Honours)

Kathryn Slattery
Bachelor of Arts (Honours)

Georgina Woods
Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
Prizes

All Faculties

Faculty of Business and Law
Tanja Blickfeldt Jorgensen

Faculty of Health
Stephen Milne
Kassia Hardie

Faculty of Science and Information Technology
Luke O’Dell
Lidija Kotula

Faculty of Education and Arts
Kylie Agliias

Faculty of Engineering and Built Environment and Faculty of Science and Information Technology

Flora and Fauna Protection Society Prize
Danielle Verdon

Kath and Tom Farrell Prize
Barry Jacobs

Faculty of Business and Law

A J Day Memorial Prize
Matthew Bullock

AOK Health Prize for Excellence in Marketing Project (MKTG3010)
Tamara Lysaght

AOK Health Prize for Excellence in Marketing Strategy (MKTG3000)
Lili Micevski

Australian Finance Conference Prize
Mathew Voight

Australian Federation of University Women (Central Coast Branch) Graduate Prize
Robin Stanger

Butterworths Prize in Contracts
Mark Cousins

Butterworths Prize in Legal Practice 1
Kristy Nunn
Caroline Hoetzer

Butterworths Prize in Legal Practice 1
Kylie Beveridge
Natalie Peristy

Butterworths Prize in Legal Practice 2
Kristie Brown
Melissa Simpson
Aimee Hyde

Butterworths Prize in Legal Practice 2
Rebecca Wood

Camping World (Maitland) Award for Excellence in Postgraduate Marketing Concepts
Karyn Ellis

Clark Shipping Prize
Gregory Scott

Clayton Utz Prize in Legal Drafting
Rebecca Moore
Sarah McCarthy

CPA Australia for First Year Accounting
Prudence Walker

CPA Australia for Second Year Accounting
Dusica Krunic

CPA Australia for Best Graduating Student in Accounting
Matthew Voight

CPA Australia Prize for First Year Accounting at the Ourimbah Campus
Megan Roberts
CPA Australia Prize for Second Year Accounting at the Ourimbah Campus
Robert Ryan

CPA Australia Prize for Best Graduating Student in Accounting at the Ourimbah Campus
Matthew Drummond

CPA Australia Newcastle/Hunter Valley Branch Prize for Second Year Management Accounting
James Moxon
Adele Sutherland

Cyril Renwick General Proficiency Prize
Andrew Martin

Deacons Prize in Commercial Law
Louise Maher

Donald Geddes Prize in Criminal Law and Procedure
Kane O'Donnell

Godfrey Pembroke Financial Planning Prize
Gregory Scott

Hunter Valley Family Law Practitioner's Prize in Family Law
Philip Squires

Hunter Water Corporation Prize in Environmental Law
Michelle Oberdorf

Butterworths Prize in Constitutional Law
Christopher Collett
Katrina Fehlberg

New South Wales Bar Association Prize in Civil Procedure
Christopher Collett

Institute of Chartered Accountants (Newcastle Branch) Prize in Financial Accounting
Dusica Krunic

IPAC Prize in Financial Planning
Jian Xu

Kloster Prize for Excellence in Marketing Research
Alexandra Lamont

Lawler Partners Consultants Prize for Excellence in Postgraduate Consumer Behaviour
Santhi Subramanian

LBC Information Services Prize in Legal System and Method
Kane O'Donnell

Louis and Marjorie Karpin Memorial Prize
Leslee Spiess

McCosker Partners Pty Limited Prize
Frances Raymond

McGraw-Hill Prize for IRHR1110
Bernadette Smyth

Morison Prize in 1000 level Economics
Fayavar Hayati

Morison Prize in 2000 level Economics
Matthew Voight

Morison Prize in 3000 level Economics
Emily Novak-Niemela

Neal J Dickinson Memorial Award
Fayavar Hayati

Neville Wheeler Memorial Prize in Administrative Law
Christopher Collett

Newcastle Branch of the Industrial Relations Society Prize in IRHR2020 Australian Industrial Relations System
Carrie Skinner
Newcastle Branch of the Industrial Relations Society Prize in IRHR3030 Workplace Industrial Relations
Leanne Davies
Luke O'Connor

Newcastle Law Society Prize in Professional Conduct
Angela Harvey

New South Wales Bar Association Prize in Equity and Trusts
Kylie Beveridge

Newcastle Permanent Building Society Prize for Excellence in Entrepreneurial Management
Damien Rhodes

Philip W Bates Health Law Prize
Christopher Collett

PricewaterhouseCoopers Prize in Financial Accounting
Leonie Freeston

PricewaterhouseCoopers Prize in Taxation in Australia
Belinda Davis

S D Lindgren Memorial Prize
Frances Raymond

Tax Institute of Australia - Newcastle Prize in Taxation Law
Corey McHattan

The Central Coast Law Society Geoff Thomas Memorial Prize
Alexandria Lamont

The Commonwealth Bank Prize in Accounting Decision Support Systems
Alan Rai

The Commonwealth Bank Prize in Behavioural, Organisational and Social Aspects of Accounting
Jessica Hansen

"The Institute Prize", the Australian Institute of Banking & Financial Prize in ACFI3130 Investments
Jodie Watson Felden

The Newcastle Permanent Building Society Prize
Justin Sprogis

William Forsythe Prize in Auditing Theory and Method
Sarah Ellicott

Faculty of Education and Arts
Austrian Embassy Prize
Yolande Hoskins

Denis Balson Philosophy Prize
Lea Gammelgaard
Philip Newton

Dr Margaret Jurd Memorial Prize
Simon Cavaliere

Dr Maurice Sendak OBE and Mrs Sendak Prize
Michael Charles Jackson

Friends of the Conservatorium Prize
Michael Charles Jackson

Frank Duncan Memorial Prize
Gordon Hamilton

Horace Keats Prize
Aimee Mehan

Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust Prize for Excellence at 200 level
Lyn Glaser

Joe Punshon Memorial Prize
April Erzetich

John Docker Prize for Cultural Studies
Thomas Bjerknes
Kelver Hartley Prize in French
Jeremy Noonan

Macquarie Manufacturing Sculpture Prize
Marika Osmotherly
Anne-Marie Murland

Maitland City Council Award for Best Performance in Core 3rd Year Subjects
Michelle Mansfield
Mike Keating

Margaret Auchmuty Prize in Education
Helen Clulow
Amber Smith

Music Lovers Club Prize for Composition
Bradley Posselt

Newcastle City Council Prize for Historical Research
Persephone Kemp

Newcastle Institute for Educational Research prize
David Cole

Newton-John Memorial German Prize
Nadja Krueger

Newton-John Memorial Music Prize
Peter Guy

Port Stephens Council Community & Recreation Services Award
Nancy Withers

Stelform Prize for Technical Writing
Sally Lambert

Katie Reinikka Memorial Prize
Brooke Stephan
Adam Wilson
Julie Cass

Valma Barker Memorial Prize for Strings
Peter Rees
Heather Barnes

Warren Derkenne Memorial Prize
Debra Hely

Faculty of Engineering and Built Environment

AISC Undergraduate Steel Design Award
Mark Gardiner

Australian Geomechanics Society Prize in Soil Mechanics
Nathan Robers

Board of Architects Bachelor of Science (Architecture) Year 1 Prize
Darren Fittler

Board of Architects Bachelor of Science (Architecture) Year 2 Prize
Matthew Travis

Board of Architects Bachelor of Science (Architecture) Year 3 Prize
Frederick Hedberg

Board of Architects Bachelor of Science (Architecture) Year 4 Prize
Matthew Markham-Lee

Board of Architects NSW Prize
Kelly Ann O'Connell

Consulting Surveyors New South Wales in Land Studies
Michael Heathwood

Consulting Surveyors New South Wales in Surveying Project
David Ortiger

Department of Public Works and Services for Construction Management
Mathew Adam

Department of Public Works and Services for Architecture
David Sutherland
Hunter Water Corporation Chemical Engineering Research Project Prize
Christopher Bonomini

Hunter Water Corporation Achievement Award
Timothy Purves

Hunter Water Corporation Environmental Engineering Project/Design Prize
Danielle Verdon

Ian McColl Stewart Memorial Prize
Siubhan Macpherson
Ryan Flanagan

Institute of Electrical Engineers Australasian Prize
Timothy Clarke

Institute of Chemical Engineers (NSW Group) Prize
Paul Voight

Institution of Engineers Australia Civil and Structural Branch Prize in Civil Engineering
Dane Lidgard

Institution of Engineers Australia Civil and Structural Branch Prize in Environmental Engineering
Barry Jacobs

Institute of Surveyors New South Wales Incorporated Prize in Cadastral Surveying
Mathew Wyndham
Nathan Delaney

John Monteath Prize for First Year Surveying
Nathan Knight

K G Hoffman Prize in Urban Design
Amir Kher Safaei

Mine Subsidence Technological Society Prize in Geotechnical Design
Adam Sutton

Neville Clouten Architectural Synthesis Prize
Isabelle Duner

Newcastle Master Builders Association Prize
Kamran Zarakhsh

Nextgen. Net Web Engineering Prize
Graham Weldon
Adrian Parker

Object Oriented Pty Ltd Object Technology Prize
Paul Fenton
Darren Cannon
Christopher Seyeser

RAIA Annual NSW Chapter Prize
Michael McPherson

RAIA GSA Architects Graduation Prize in Architecture
David Sutherland

RACI Industrial Chemistry Prize
Michael Gale

Robert Carr & Associates Prize in Environmental Geotechnics
Mathew Shrimpton

Robert Carr & Associates Prize in Geotechnical Engineering
Nathan Delaney

Spruson & Ferguson Prize in Chemical Engineering
Saifuluddin Jailani

Spruson & Ferguson Prize in Civil Engineering
Timothy Purves

Spruson & Ferguson Prize in Industrial Engineering or Mechanical Engineering
Mark Solomon
Mathew Stephens

SRIA University Award for Concrete Design
Mark Gardiner

Sue Park Memorial Prize
Paul Scobie
Timothy Clarke
Faculty of Health

Sydney C Morton Prize
Vudthinant Trongchittham

The Electric Energy Society of Australia Prize
Timothy Clarke

Faculty of Health

AD Instruments Prize for Human Structure and Function
Stephen Milne

Australian Scientific Prize for Cellular and Molecular Science
Stephen Milne

Bio-Rad Prize for Biomedical Science
Stephen Milne

Carl Mason Memorial Prize
Raewyn Campbell

Greta Spall Prize
Gerard Kaiko

Harcourt Publishers Award for First Year Nursing
Susan Smith
Shona Dawes (2001)

Hunter Imaging Group Award for Academic Excellence in Medical Radiation Science
Telleisha Odgers

The Linda and John James Gentle Mother and Son Prize in Paediatrics
Suzzanne Byrnes

University of Newcastle Prize for Nursing
Sung Hee Yoo
Connie Matthews (2001)

Workcover Prize for Occupational Health and Safety
Jeff Marley

Yakult Student Award
Carmen Burgess

Faculty of Science and Information Technology

2NUR Prize for Radio Journalism
Jennifer Bates

Australian Federation of University Women (Central Coast Branch) Graduate Prize
Robin Stanger

Australian Institute of Physics Prize in 400 Level Physics
David Green

Australian Psychological Society Prize
Nicolette Tape

Basic Science in Psychology Prize
Nicolette Tape

Boeing Prize for Excellence in Aviation
Daniel Huey

Clean Air Society (CASANZ) Prize in Environmental Science
Alaina Casey

Department of Communication and Media Arts Prize
Clare Lloyd

Huldah Turner Prize for Mathematics
Emily Anderson

Peter Pickhover Memorial Prize for Radio Production
Nat Wallace

Royal Australian Chemical Institute Prize in Level 300 Chemistry
Jennifer Addison-Jones

SAS Institute Prize in 200 Level Subjects in Statistics
Emily Anderson

SAS Institute Prize in 300 Level Subjects in Statistics
Brent Hudson
Message from the Warden of Convocation

Dear Graduate,

In graduating from the University, you automatically become a member of the University of Newcastle Convocation. Our first member graduated in 1966, and since then Convocation has grown to include more than 50,000 members.

Convocation is not simply an "Old Boys' and Old Girls' Union". It is an integral part of the University itself, being named in The University of Newcastle Act (just after the Council, and before the Professors!) as one of the bodies of which the University consists.

What this means in practice is that, as a graduate, you are able to lay claim to a continuing role in your University, just as you have a continuing stake (as holder of a Newcastle degree) in its well-being and reputation.

I hope that many of those who graduate today will actively take advantage of their membership of Convocation. Later in the year, you will receive notice of the Annual General Meeting, which those of you who are resident in Newcastle may be interested to attend.

Convocation's main business is carried out by its Management Committee, which meets several times a year. It organises such things as public lectures by prominent individuals, and the presentation of awards to graduates who have distinguished themselves in their particular field.

Of a less formal, more social, nature are the activities of the various Alumni Chapters which Convocation has established in a number of cities both throughout Australia and overseas. These Chapters arrange dinners, cocktail parties and reunions as well as providing networking opportunities for Newcastle graduates who have moved to another Australian city or overseas country.

If you wish to receive further information on these benefits and services, please contact:
Alumni and Convocation Co-ordinator
The University of Newcastle
Callaghan NSW 2308
Phone: (02) 4921 6459
Fax: (02) 4921 8730
Email: convocation@newcastle.edu.au

Please also use the above addresses and phone numbers to keep us informed when you change your address. We hope you will stay in touch with us, and your current address will help us stay in touch with you.

On behalf of Convocation, let me congratulate you on obtaining your degree and wish you all the best for your future.

Emeritus Professor Ken Dutton
WARDEN OF CONVOCATION

The University of Newcastle Fanfares

In mid-1994, staff and students of the University's Faculty of Music were invited to submit entries for a competition to compose the University Fanfares. The composition had to be capable of being performed either on organ or on brass.

The winning entry by Professor Robert Constable, was first played publicly at the University's overseas graduation ceremony held in Singapore in August 1994.

The Fanfares are performed at all ceremonial functions to herald the entry and departure of the Chancellor and other members of the Council.
The graduation ceremony is one of great antiquity. Its essential features have been the same since the 12th century when the first universities came into existence. Its necessary constituents are the Chancellor or his or her deputy, the academic staff, the graduates, and the public.

The church had a monopoly of education, partly because it was the guardian of true doctrine, and partly because clerics were almost the only people who could read and write. As a result, the only person who could license a teacher was the bishop of a diocese until, under pressure of other business, he deputed the task to his chief secretary or Chancellor.

As learning spread, teachers wanted a licence to teach not just in one diocese, but everywhere, and the only person who could give them that was the Pope. The Chancellor's authority, then, came from the Pope. But at the Reformation, Henry VIII assumed for the Crown all the rights which had previously been the Pope's in England. That is why all subsequent universities in England have been created by Royal Charter. It is for this reason also that the Chancellor does not wear ecclesiastical robes, as would have been worn in the Middle Ages, but robes similar to those of the Lord Chancellor of England.

The second group participating in the ceremony is the academic staff. In the 12th century they would all have been called "masters" or MAs. At that date they were paid no salaries, but hired their own lecture rooms and charged their own fees. But they also formed themselves into a guild or union, which is what universitas originally meant. As in all guilds they were insistent that they, and only they, should determine who should be of their number, and since this involved saying who should be teachers, they soon found themselves in conflict with the Chancellor. In the 13th century they won a great victory when they persuaded the Pope to decree that Chancellors were obliged to confer degrees on all those nominated by the masters. That is why the masters examine the candidates, why the Dean, acting as their spokesperson, reads out the names of those who are to receive degrees, and why the masters at this ceremony watch to see that the Chancellor or his Deputy does what is required of him.

Thirdly the graduates. The word "degree" comes from the Latin gradus, which means "a step". When students are admitted to a Bachelor degree they move one step up towards the mastership. When they are admitted to a master's degree they climb another step and come up on a level with the masters, who then receive them into their guild or universitas. In the Middle Ages they would then have stayed on the dais, so that their old master could invest them with the symbols of office. But that was only part of the business. The new master had to deliver an inaugural lecture, entertain the whole guild of masters to dinner and preside over disputations for forty days continuously. For that reason, taking one's master's degree was called "inception", or the beginning of one's career as a master.

The public is the fourth participant. It has an important function because the whole point of the proceedings is that they should be seen and heard by valid witnesses. The public hears the words of the Dean and the Chancellor and sees the new graduates dressed in their respective gowns or robes.

The academic gowns are derived from the everyday dress of the medieval clergy. In the Middle Ages they were not open in front, but closed like a clergyman's cassock. It was in about 1500 that academics had the front opened up so as to display the fine clothes which they were wearing underneath. The hood was the normal medieval headwear, but it soon acquired a coloured lining. By the 17th century, if not earlier, these colours were strictly controlled so that anyone could identify from the colour of a graduate's hood, the university and the degree.

The foregoing is an adaptation of an Address given at a Graduation Ceremony at the University of Birmingham by Emeritus Professor R H C Davis and reprinted in his book From Alfred the Great to Stephen (Hambledon Press 1991), pp. 307-309. It is reproduced with kind permission of the author's widow.
ADVANCE
AUSTRALIA FAIR

Australians all let us rejoice,
For we are young and free;
We've golden soil and wealth for toil;
Our home is girt by sea;
Our land abounds in nature's gifts,
Of beauty rich and rare;
In history's page, let every stage
Advance Australia Fair.
In joyful strains then let us sing
Advance Australia Fair.

The Great Hall

Most Graduation Ceremonies held by the University of Newcastle within Australia are held in the Great Hall. It was designed by architects Ancher Mortlock Murray and Woolley and officially opened in 1973. More than half of the cost was donated by the community in response to an appeal launched by the then Lord Mayor, Alderman Frank Purdue.

The auditorium seats 1450 people and the stage can accommodate a full symphony orchestra. The stepped ceiling rises to over 19 metres and is lined with brush-box timber from the NSW North Coast.

The stainless steel emblem of the University's Coat of Arms was made by the Sydney designer Michael Santry, and the Hunter Tapestry was designed and created by Mary and Larry Beetson. Its theme is the Hunter Valley and the events which have shaped it over the millennia.

The University Medal

The award of a University Medal is a rare honour made only when there is a candidate of sufficient merit.

To be considered for this award, a graduate must have a consistent record of exceptional academic achievement at all levels of a bachelor's degree program, and qualify for a bachelor's degree with first class honours.